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ABSTRACT
The Information visualisation community has traditionally concerned itself with how
to graphically encode information. However, as the field has begun to focus less on design
and more on the role of analysis, interaction has become more significant. Questions like,
‘What is the best way of representing ordinal data?’ are increasingly accompanied by, ‘What
is insight, and how do we help users discover it?’ Spurred by emerging research on mental
models and distributed cognition, this thesis compares the use of a static, tabular
representation and an interactive visualisation tool. We present each representation type to 12
participants aged between 22 and 57. Participants complete one set of sensemaking tasks per
representation type. We capture reasoning processes using think-aloud, and we use selfreported values to our two independent variables: users’ mental demand incurred through the
exercise, and the degree to which the representation type assists in building a mental model of
the data. In doing so, we seek to understand how interaction and visualisation facilitates
insight. We derive a sensemaking model for external representations from our results, and we
use this model to explain why, in the tasks we have set, neither representation can be properly
called ‘better’ at supporting insight discovery. We attribute this to nuances in personal
sensemaking strategies, and the manner in which each representation type supports cognition
as explicated in our sensemaking. Using our model to examine the strengths and weaknesses
of both representation types, we highlight the importance of providing the appropriate tools
for translating gaps in ones’ knowledge to low-level interactions. We then step beyond
existing research by situating distributed cognition, which emphasises the role of external
stimuli as active cognitive materials, in our model. We conclude with design proposals to
implement these findings, and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1.

INTRODUCTION

Thesis summary
It is commonly said that a Sunday edition of the New York Times contains more

information than the average Renaissance man could access in his entire lifetime (Wurman,
1989). But while our potential for recording and distributing information has exploded, our
ability to process it remains unchanged. We can maximise this limited information bandwidth
by displaying data graphically. This is known as Information Visualisation (Infovis). Infovis
exploits our innate ability to recognise anomalies and patterns in our perceptual field (Ware,
2004). There is a rich body of work which supports Infovis designers in the optimal selection
of graphical styles for data (Bertin, 2010; Cleveland & McGill, 1984; Tufte, 2001; Zhang,
1996).
However, over the past two decades, Infovis has seen a significant shift in use.
Historically, visualisations were static representations created for the purpose of
communicating information to others. Recently, as the power and accessibility of computers
have increased, visualisations have become interactive tools in their own right. They are used
not only to communicate the results of an analysis, but support the process of discovery too
(Thomas & Cook, 2005).
This new, broader remit has caused confusion for those seeking to design Infovis tools
(Keim, Mansmann, & Thomas, 2010). While the Infovis community knows a great deal about
visualising data, we know relatively little about how users make sense of it. How do users
internalise visualised data, and what difference does interacting with it make?
This thesis seeks to explore these questions by comparing the use of an interactive
visualisation tool and printed tabular data in an analytic task. We elicit and analyse
sensemaking strategies, users’ preferences and users’ recommendations for change across
both representation types in order to identify what interactive visualisation adds—and what it
takes away—when used in an analytic task.

1.2

Contributions
This thesis makes what we believe to be three significant contributions:
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1. Crucial to sensemaking with representations is not only the data within the
dataset, but also the knowledge in the user’s head. From this, we argue that
visualisation tools should focus both on efficiently representing data, and
supporting the translation of tasks into sensemaking strategies.

2. This support can be achieved by assisting the reduction of semantic distance
between users’ mental model of the data, and their model of the representation. To
illustrate this, we present a model for sensemaking drawn from both our results
and extant theory.
3. Within this model, we discuss how the distributed nature of users’ representation
models can partially account for differences in sensemaking strategies between
representation types. Based on this approach, we present design recommendations
that don’t sacrifice generalizability for conceptual fit.

1.3

Structure
This thesis begins with a review of the relevant literature. From this, we build a

motivation for the study. We then proceed to our experimental design, and the rationale
behind it. We explain our design, our materials and the decisions we have made as a result of
our pilot studies. The analysis of these results is found in chapter 4. It contains a description
of our methodology, the model we derived from it, and an analysis of the representation types
through the lens of that model. We follow with a discussion of our findings. Here, we present
a critique of our design and our analysis. We then demonstrate how our findings assist in
Infovis design, accompanied by an example of how these recommendations could be
implemented. The thesis ends with ideas for further study, and a conclusion of our work.
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CHAPTER 2.
2.1

BACKGROUND

Introduction
Here, we provide an overview of the literature relevant to our comparison of an

interactive visualisation and a static table as cognitive artefacts, along with the motivation we
base upon it. The literature review begins with an introduction to Infovis. We then distinguish
traditional Infovis from the emerging field of Visual Analytics. An explanation of
sensemaking and insight, the primary materials of Visual Analytics, will be presented.
Following this, we explain how sensemaking and insight depend upon users’ understanding
of a domain, and how this relates to research on mental models. We then demonstrate how
mental models in turn depend upon external, material spaces. This material provides the basis
for establishing the significance of interaction in Visual Analytics. We conclude by drawing
from the literature a motivation for why the comparison of an interactive visualisation tool
and a static table is necessary, and how we intend to compare them.

2.2

Literature review

2.2.1

What is Infovis?
Chris Ware describes Infovis as the “graphical representation of data or concepts”

(2004, p. 4). It is the art—or science, depending on who you talk to—of using Cartesian
space to depict information.
Bertin’s Semiology of Graphics (2010) was one of the first, and remains one of the
most comprehensive efforts made to analyse and codify the properties of graphical symbols
for the purposes of communicating information. Bertin’s work, and those like it, lay the
groundwork for a generation of Infovis design, providing a taxonomy of ‘retinal variables’
and their corresponding dimensions (2010); hierarchies of visualisation methods (Cleveland
& McGill, 1984), design principles for effective bandwidth maximisation (Tufte, 2001) and
more besides (Few, 2009; Schmid, 1992; Yau, 2011).
But Bertin’s era remained focused on the designer (Faisal, 2008). It painted
information visualisation as a ‘one-way street’. The efficacy of a visualisation was to be
understood by the quality and quantity of ‘data ink’ (Tufte, 2001) it used. Amar & Stasko call
this attitude “representational primacy”: consideration is chiefly dedicated to understanding
how users “can unpack the representation of individual data” (2005, p. 433). Representational
9

primacy hides an assumption that Infovis comprehension is a privileged faculty, subject to its
own rules; that users possess a ‘general graph schema’ (Pinker, 1990), or ‘graph-based
reasoning’ (Peebles & Cheng, 2002), that—were it better understood—would provide
designers with the grounds to create clearer visualisations.
2.2.2

Visualisation as storytelling, and visualisation as analysis

The graphical encoding of data no doubt remains central to Infovis. But recent debate draws a
distinction between visualisation as analysis and visualisation as storytelling (“What is the
difference between a data visualization and an infographic? - Quora,” n.d.). The former— the
communication of insights—is what we might describe as a ‘design science’ (Simon, 1996).
In it, a designer reconstitutes the data as visualisation to communicate a particular insight to
the user in toto. For the user, the external representation acts on behalf of any personal
reasoning (Hegarty, 2004). In this respect, we can think of ‘data ink’ (Tufte, 2001) as more or
less effective at communicating insight from one person to another, where:
“Information is latent in the diagram, and the process of understanding a
visualisation is translating that information out.”
(Ziemkiewicz & Kosara, 2008, p. 1274)
But this approach doesn’t hold for visualisation as analysis. This kind of visualisation is an
exploratory process, dedicated to revealing insights. Visualisation as analysis is more than
deciphering retinal variables. Some researchers propose that sensemaking can be avoided:
“Comprehension might be more accurate and more complete if…the
audience were educated to lessen the burden of the inferential,
interpretive, and integrative processes.”
(1998, p. 75)
However, inferential, interpretative and integrative processes are a necessary aspect of
visualisation as analysis. In this type of visualisation, the user takes an active part in the
creation of the visualisation itself. The consumer becomes the designer, and by applying old
design criteria to new visualisation use cases, Infovis starves itself of a proper theory of
cognition.
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2.2.3

Visual analytics: making sense of visualisations
This encompassing theory of cognition is crucial to understanding visualisation as

analysis (Liu, Nersessian, & Stasko, 2008). This new use case for visualisation is called
Visual Analytics (J. J. Thomas & Cook, 2005). Visual Analytics differs from traditional
Infovis. It is a sifting, sorting, hermeneutic process dedicated to assisting the user in revealing
new information. Commercial interactive visualisation tools like Spotfire (Ahlberg, 1996)
and Tableau (Stolte, Tang, & Hanrahan, 2002) exemplify this approach. By providing a dataagnostic suite of visualisation and interaction methods, they provide—or so the pitch goes—
everything one might need for visual analysis. Thus, visualisations are no longer inherently
more or less efficient but “are easier or more difficult depending on the particular class of
information to be extracted” (Pinker, 1990, p. 111). To explain: consider any of Tufte’s
favourite examples. Playfair, Nightingale, Hunt all present a perspective on the data intended
to communicate a particular insight to others. But, in Pirolli and Card’s work on analysis
(2005), this stage does not sit at the beginning. After all, in the beginning there is only data.
The presentation of such a perspective sits at the end, after a reasoning process we can
describe as sensemaking.
2.2.4

Sensemaking and insight
In 2004, Card et al. declared that the “the purpose of information visualisation is

insight…[and] a larger process called sensemaking” (2004, p. 1). But what is insight, and
what is sensemaking?
Saraiya et al. define insight as “a unit of discovery” (2005, p. 2). Crucial to this
definition is the notion of revelation; of yielding a perceived unit of information, interpretable
by the user from the sum of their understanding so far. North et al. argue that such insight is
complex, deep, qualitative, unexpected and relevant (Saraiya, North, Lam, & K. A. Duca,
2006). One such example might be the realisation that one’s own understanding has, until that
point, been inaccurate. This is a valuable observation, but one that would fall outside
quantifiable measures such as error rate, response time or number of correct answers. It is for
this reason that researchers are increasingly adopting qualitative approaches to understanding
insight (Faisal, 2008; Isenberg, Zuk, Collins, & Carpendale, 2008; Rester et al., 2007; Saraiya
et al., 2006; Tory & Moller, 2005).
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Rich insights such as these naturally sit within a broader process we call
‘sensemaking’. Pirolli et al. identify sensemaking as one half of a dual process. Sensemaking
is dedicated to the integration of insights. The other half of the process is information
foraging, through which users search for relevant information (Russell, Stefik, Pirolli, & S.
K. Card, 1993). While the notion of communicating data through retinal variables might be
particular to Infovis, sensemaking is not. Studies have explored the nature of sensemaking in
design (Goldschmidt, 1991), collaboration (Hutchins, 1998) and military intelligence (Jensen,
2007). By couching Infovis in sensemaking terms, we provide a common vocabulary for
evaluating its effectiveness against other representation types.
Further, when we talk about the integration of knowledge into a broader structure—of
consolidating those insights into a body of understanding—we can describe that structure as a
mental model.
2.2.5

Mental models: the substrata to sensemaking and insight
“Diagrams are useful because the indexing of the information they hold
can support extremely useful and efficient computational processes…but
this means that diagrams are useful only to those who know the
appropriate computational processes for taking advantage of them.”
(Larkin & Simon, 1987, p. 99)
Payne describes mental models as, at the very least, a way of describing the content of

peoples’ minds (Payne, 2003): What do people believe about the world, and how does that
affect their interactions with it? But this, Payne says, is the weakest theoretical commitment.
A stronger one, he argues, is that models represent a mental correlate of the world, or some
portion of it (2003). Drawing on the work of Johnson-Laird, mental models present an
‘analog’ of external reality (1983; in contrast to the propositional logic suggested by Pinker,
1990). Stronger still is the suggestion that mental models can, as suggested by Norman, be
‘run’ (Norman, 2002). They can be informationally equivalent, in which the model is
comparable, semantically, to the external world. They can also be computationally
equivalent, and hold some causal correspondence (Larkin & Simon, 1987). With a
computationally equivalent model, one can ‘run’ it and compare against the observed
phenomena, to establish a better understanding of the material space (Trafton, Trickett, &
Mintz, 2005). We see evidence of this in Cohen et al.’s research into visualisation interaction
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(2008): users with low visio-spatial capacity demonstrated a lower propensity to interact and
manipulate the external visualisation, suggesting a weaker inclination to compare internal and
external representations. What is most important, though, is that models provide a means for
users to reason about external phenomena. Mental models serve as tools for the job, helping
users perform tasks more quickly, accurately and efficiently (Kieras & Bovair, 1984).
Like many tools, mental models are also versatile. They may be applied and reapplied in various circumstances, the broadest of which can be understood as cultural
schemas (Pinker, 1990). Pinker uses the example of “the use of continuous spatial predicates
to represent abstract variables”, which he defines as “part of a larger cognitive pattern of
using spatial properties to symbolise non-spatial ones” (1990, p. 107). These mental
associations become habitual enough to hold “without the conscious application of attentional
or processing capacity” (1990, p. 89). Spence describes this as ‘resistance to change’ (2007);
Pinker calls them ‘default encodings’ (1990). Such default encodings aggregate to provide an
unelaborated model of the visualisation, which the user may revise and furnish with
conceptual information. The Graph Difficulty Principle is the extent to which this revision is
necessary (Pinker, 1990).
But the ease with which users can transfer mental models can also cause friction. As
Pinker says, “when a graph is recognised on the basis of partial recognition, the schemas may
make the rest of the information more likely to be encoded for as long as the schema is
activated” (Pinker, 1990, p. 109). In other words: the versatility of mental models can be
exploited by using familiar encodings, but ambiguous or misleading cues can generate
friction for model revision when those encodings are irrelevant or inappropriate. The extent
to which this internalisation of information feels frictionless to the user is described by Faisal
as ‘harmonious flow’ (2008). Harmonious flow is the seamless experience of a visualisation
tool, when both interaction and internalisation of data become inseparable (Faisal, 2008).
2.2.6

The contents of mental models
As for the strict contents of mental models, academics are divided (Liu & Stasko,

2010). But we can understand them existing in three strata (2010):


The schematic level
the ‘cultural’, spatial mode of conceptualisation, most at work in Johnson-Laird’s
work that defines hierarchical/set relations between concepts.
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The semantic level
the level at which data relating to classes of objects is stored.



The item level
In some work, this is distinguished separately as a mental map (Purchase, Hoggan, &
Görg, 2007; Tversky, 1993). This level contains the data relating to specific domain
objects.

Liu and Stasko argue that the computational/informational equivalence of mental models is
most often dependent upon the first two levels (2010). But it is through a mixture of
structure-driven (schematic/semantic level) and data-driven (item level) inquiry that users
populate, adjust and revise their models: users may extrapolate structures from individual
instances of data, or perceive classes of data according to a perceived structure (Zhang,
Soergel, Klavans, & Oard, 2008). The depth, complexity and unexpectedness of insights
will—if we see each of Liu’s levels as dependent upon the last—correlate to the level at
which the change occurs.
These observations raise three key points to consider. Firstly, visualisations—like any
external stimuli—require interpretation. Secondly, this interpretation can be facilitated by
using familiar, or default, encodings; whereas poor design can frustrate it. And third, that the
very process of interpretation is dependent upon the informational and computational
equivalence of the user’s mental model. With this, we present an elaborated definition of
sensemaking. Sensemaking is an iterative, osmotic process, permitting and rejecting
interpretations based on the sum of the user’s existing knowledge. It is by reconciling this
knowledge with the user’s current observations that we yield what can be called ‘insight’.
2.2.7

Interaction in sensemaking, and the role of distributed cognition
With a clear definition of sensemaking, and the role of insight within it, the literature

regarding interaction in visualisation becomes clearer. Existing taxonomies of low-level
interactions such as ‘rotate’, ‘scale’, ‘animate’ and ‘scroll’ (Chi, 2000) lack proper analytic
context. Evaluation of interactive visualisations on these grounds becomes a dogmatic
enterprise, with little exploration as to why these interaction types are necessary and how
they fit into the task at hand (Craft & Cairns, 2005). Indeed, there is little evidence to support
the assumption that the provision of lower-level interactions will naturally aggregate into
supporting higher-level analytic tasks (Amar et al., 2005). To resolve this, a number of efforts
have been made to consolidate and couch taxonomies within analytic processes (Chi, 2000;
14

Gotz & Zhou, 2009; Yi, Kang, Stasko, & Jacko, 2007). We find that of Yi et al. (2008) to be
simplest:


Select: mark something as interesting



Explore: show me something else



Reconfigure: show me a different arrangement



Encode: show me a different representation



Abstract/Elaborate: show me more or less detail



Filter: show me something conditionally



Connect: show me related items

Using terms like ‘abstract/elaborate’ over Shneiderman’s ‘zoom’ (1996) recasts interaction as
a conceptual operation, capturing the integrative context of Visual Analytics. It also does a
better job of reflecting the notion put forward by Liu and Stasko: that cognition itself is an
“emergent property of interaction” (2008, p. 1).
According to Liu, mental models only tell half the story when trying to understand
Visual Analytics. There are aspects to cognition which are irreducibly external, and only by
recognising them as such can we understand the true value of visualisation (2008). Earlier,
we saw how the contents of a user’s mental model can affect how they make sense of data.
Or, in other words, what we know has a considerable influence on what we perceive. Novice
and expert chess players have differing perceptions of a chess board (Chase & Simon, 1973).
In exams, Japanese students look at their hand and ‘see’ a particular date (Hutchins, 2005).
But Liu and others go further than this. They argue that mental models are necessarily
incomplete. Projection is a fundamental part of cognition, they argue, and as humans we
depend upon the consistency of external stimuli as a kind of ‘extended memory’ (Liu et al.,
2008). As Zhang and Norman demonstrated in their paradigmatic Towers of Hanoi
experiment, how that ‘memory’ is constrained—the affordances it exhibits—can significantly
improve users’ performance in problem-solving tasks (1994). Interaction, then, becomes the
mediator between malleable, internal aspects and durable, external aspects of the same
distributed cognitive system. We can understand the benefits of an interactive visualisation
tool not just as offering a more efficient means of consuming information, but as a
(supposedly) better way of configuring an external representation to complement the internal
aspects of a mental model.
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2.3

Motivation
From our critical assessment of relevant literature, we see five conclusions emerging:
1. The graphical encoding of data increases users’ information bandwidth (Bertin, 2010;
Cleveland & McGill, 1984; Tufte, 2001; Zhang, 1996).
2. Visualisation as analysis, or Visual Analytics, is the process of sensemaking using
visualisations (Card & Pirolli, 2005; Thomas & Cook, 2005), where sensemaking is
understood as the iterative process of furnishing mental models with facts about
perceived phenomena (Payne, 2003; Liu & Stasko, 2010)
3. We can describe this furnishing as ‘insight’ (Saraiya et al., 2005), and the depth of
that insight as correlative to the depth of revision necessary at the schematic, semantic
or item-level level (Liu & Stasko, 2010).
4. There are aspects of cognition that are irreducibly external—sat without, rather than
within the user (Hutchins, 2005). There will always be a range of operations one can
perform on these external aspects, and by constraining that range to permit only the
configurations which progress the user towards their goal, performance on
sensemaking tasks is improved (Zhang & Norman, 1994).
5. Interaction is the mediator between the aspects of cognition that are internal, and
those that are external (Liu et al., 2008). This serves the purpose of comparing
internal and external representations (Trafton et al., 2005), or manipulating external,
‘offloaded’ components of cognition to suit the requirements of the task (Hutchins,
1998).

Given (1), (4) and (5), we posit that analysis using an interactive visualisation should be more
efficient than a static, non-visualised representation of the same data. We define efficiency
using the following criteria:
1. A more robust mental model
We propose that, with control over the presentation of the data, users will establish a
more robust mental model. We define robustness as the increased likelihood of
developing deep insights at the structural or semantic level.
2. Mitigation of mental demand
By providing control over what the user is able to offload to ‘external’ memory,
constraining the range of possible operations one can perform on the data, and
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optimising information bandwidth through visualisation, we expect the interactive
visualisation to mitigate the mental demand placed upon users.
Together, we expect these measures to indicate which representation type most effectively
supports sensemaking. We then look to establish why this is the case, and how each
representation behaves as a cognitive artefact, through a grounded theory analysis of users’
reasoning processes, using verbal protocols.
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CHAPTER 3.
3.1

DESIGN

Introduction
The aim of this study is to compare the use of an interactive visualisation tool and a

static table in an analytic setting. From previous studies in this area, we recognise that
quantitative performance data is not adequate for any substantial assessment of insight
(Saraiya et al., 2005, 2006). For that reason, we aim to organically encourage users’
generation of mental models through a series of analytic tasks.
By pacing the assimilation of data over a number of tasks, we intend to help make explicit the
sensemaking process through verbal protocols (Bainbridge, 2005). And, by exposing each
participant to both the table and the visualisation tool, we hope to elicit richer, more balanced
critical data through structured interviews (Shadbolt & Burton, 2005).

3.2

Pivot: choosing an interactive visualisation tool
For this study, we have selected Microsoft’s Pivot as our interactive visualisation tool.

Pivot was designed by Microsoft Live Labs to facilitate the navigation of large datasets. Each
dataset is referred to as a Collection. Within the collection are Items. Each item is assigned an
image, and each item possesses attributes, referred to in Pivot as Facets. These facets are
defined in the schema according to their data type—string, number, date, and so on—which
determines the type of filters one can use in the tool. When the Collection is loaded into the
Pivot tool, each item is represented by its image. Users can sort or filter the items based on
their attributes.
Pivot was selected because it is easy to learn. The interface can be explained quickly.
It offers the benefits of interactive visualisation—external constraints, graphical encoding of
data—without trivialising the task. This, we feel, is important for ecological validity. We
wish to test the general principles of interactive visualisation whilst retaining the assumption
that no tool will be able to anticipate every use case. A summary of Pivot’s features is given
in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The Pivot visualisation tool. The numbered areas indicate significant functional
components. Each is explained below.
1.

The filter panel

The filter panel allows users to add or remove items. Each attribute, or facet, is represented
by a filter that can be collapsed or expanded. The open filter in figure 3.1 is for FIRST
NAME, a string attribute. Every FIRST NAME value in the dataset is represented in this
filter. Checking a value will remove all items that don’t possess that value. Unchecking it will
return those items. All checked values can be cleared using the CLEAR option that appears in
the filter.
2.

Filters for numeric facets

Filters behave differently when given numeric values. Instead, all values are presented in a
histogram view. In figure 3.2, sliders at each end of the graphs X axis have allowed the user
to narrow the items to only those within the specified range.
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Figure 3.2: An active filter using a numeric value. In this example, the right slider has been
dragged left, to remove all items with an age of 70.7 or over.
3.

Sort Dropdown

The sort dropdown allows users to arrange the items according to the selected attribute. If the
attribute is a string, the items are arranged alphabetically. If numeric, items are arranged in
ascending order.
4.

An Item

Each item is represented by the image assigned to it. Users can zoom in on an item by
clicking on the image. Zooming on an item presents an information window containing each
of the item’s attributes and their corresponding values.
5.

Data views

Users can switch between the item view and the graph view. The item view shows each item
in a list as shown by figure 3.1. In figure 3.3, the items have been arranged into a histogram
using the graph view:
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Figure 3.3: The graph view. Here, items have been sorted by age. They have been arranged
into buckets with a range of 5. We can see that one item is far older than the rest, and two
items occupy the same age range.
6.

History buttons

The history buttons allow users to navigate backwards and forwards through their interaction
history. Any change to the view is recorded as a history state.

3.3

Datasets: choosing a dataset design
A dataset containing animals and a dataset containing a family were chosen for their

culturally familiar schemas (Pinker, 1990). Each dataset was populated with unfamiliar items
to control for participants’ prior knowledge. The family dataset was composed of 7 family
members, all of a direct bloodline (i.e., a single parent per nuclear family). The family table
can be seen in appendix 10, and the family tree in figure 3.4.
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Duncan

Barbara

William

Tony

John

Louise

Rebecca

Figure 3.4: The family tree. For the dataset as it was presented to users, see appendix 10.
To control for learning effects, the animals dataset was composed of 7 animals, each
belonging to a particular species. The animals table is included in appendix 8, and the food
chain in figure 3.5.

Ard

Volk

Peb

Gru

Figure 3.5: The animals food chain. The dataset is contained in table form in appendix 8.
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3.4

Experimental design

3.4.1

Design
We use a between-subjects, repeated-measures design. The experiment involves two

independent variables—representation type, and dataset (in appendices 8 & 10)—and two
dependent variables—mental demand, and robustness of mental model. Both dependent
variables are self-reported values along a Likert scale from 1 to 10 (Sinclair, 2005).
Qualitative data is also gathered using verbal protocols (Bainbridge, 2005) and structured
interviews (Shadbolt & Burton, 2005).
Each participant completes two conditions. Each condition is conducted using a
different representation type, and involves 11 tasks, increasing in analytic complexity and
concluding with the production of a diagram representing the user’s perceived structure of the
dataset involved (datasets in appendices 8 & 10, tasks in appendices 7 & 9). Each user
participates in one condition using a table, and one using a visualisation tool. The addition of
two different datasets equals four possible conditions, which are counterbalanced using a
Latin square.
A pilot study was conducted with three participants. Throughout these studies, the
decision was made to prohibit note-taking by participants during the experiment. This was a
pragmatic decision, intended to limit the amount of analysable material to a manageable
volume. It was also thought that, as a complicated sensemaking strategy in itself, note-taking
introduced a third cognitive artefact—along with the representation, and the user’s own
reasoning processes—that went beyond the scope of the experiment, and would be better
suited to a dedicated study.
3.4.2

Participants
The study used 12 participants, aged 22 to 57. A mix of male and female participants

were selected from a range of disciplines, but for pragmatic reasons largely recruited from the
UCL HCI MSc course. Resource permitting, recruitment could be confined to those without
significant day-to-day experience of using data tables or visualisation tools, thus reducing
inter-participant variability. Again, for pragmatic reasons it was decided that this study would
not discriminate between those with experience and those without.
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participants

first condition

second condition
mental

knowledge

preference
mental

knowledge

number

gender

age task

rep. type

demand

contribution task

rep. type

demand

contribution

P1

M

34

animals

Table

5

3

family

tool

4

5

Tool

P2

M

25

animals

Table

8

6

family

tool

4

9

Tool

P3

M

22

family

Tool

3

7

animals

table

3

8

Table

P4

M

27

animals

Table

3

8

family

tool

3

7

Table

P5

M

33

family

Tool

5

7

animals

table

7

4

Tool

P6

F

35

family

table

6

6

animals

tool

8

9

Table

P7

F

41

animals

tool

10

2

family

table

2

9

Table

P8

M

57

animals

tool

8

2

family

table

6

7

Table

P9

F

29

animals

tool

6

4

family

table

4

8

Tool

P10

F

26

family

tool

7

8

animals

table

4

8

Table

P11

M

25

family

table

6

2

animals

tool

8

5

Table

P12

F

28

family

table

5

6

animals

tool

4

5

Tool

Table 4.1: the participant table. Under participants, we can see gender and age information. The details of each condition, along with users’
responses, are recorded. Finally, we note users’ expressed preference. No participant gave differing answers for both concluding questions (see
appendix 11), so we represent this as a single value.
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3.4.3

Materials



Pivot collection maker



Pivot visualisation tool



Camtasia Studio: capturing all audio and on-screen activity



Notepad, for observing physical behaviour



Study introduction script (in appendix 3)



Tool introduction script (in appendix 5)



Table introduction script (in appendix 4)



12x Information sheets (in appendix 1)



12x permission forms (in appendix 2)



12x plain sheets of paper



Pens, for participants



Compaq 311C netbook 1.6Ghz, Windows 7 with 4gb RAM and USB mouse



3x datasets (tables in appendices 6, 8 & 10; tasks in appendices 7 & 9)
o Demonstration data
o Family data
o Animals data



3x Pivot collections



3x printed tables

3.4.4

Procedure

1. Participants are given £10 for participating, and informed they are free to leave the
study at any time. If they are happy with the details of the trial, they are asked to sign
a consent form (in appendix 2).
2. Participants are introduced to the aim of the study and procedure it follows (in
appendix 3): namely, that the study consists of two sections, each involving a
different representation type; that the participant will be asked 11 questions on the
data represented therein; and encouraged to verbalise their thoughts when reasoning
through their answers.
3. The researcher then begins recording the session. Each section begins with an
introduction of the representation type using an example dataset (in appendix 6),
explaining how the representation works. The participant is given as much time as
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they wish to ask questions and familiarise themselves with the representation type.
This is intended to control for representational familiarity (in appendices 4 & 5).
4. Once the participant is happy to progress, they are served with the full dataset.
5. The researcher then proceeds through each of the 11 questions, writing down any
behaviour not captured on audio or on-screen. Participants are encouraged to describe
their reasoning processes either during the task, or afterwards if likely to interrupt
concentration.
6. After the participant has answered 10 questions (or as many as they can), they are
asked to either draw: a) a family tree, or b) a food chain, depending on the dataset.
Participants are free to consult the representation if they wished. The diagrams are
retained by the researcher.
7. Participants are asked two questions:
a. How mentally demanding did you find the entire exercise, on a scale of 1 to
10?
b. How much did the knowledge accumulated throughout the previous questions
contribute your diagram, on a scale of 1 to 10?
8. The procedure is then repeated, using the alternative representation type and dataset.
9. Upon completing both sections, the participant is asked two summary questions:
a. Which representation type did you feel most comfortable with, and why?
b. Which representation type did you feel most helped you understand the data,
and why?
10. The trial is then concluded.
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CHAPTER 4.
4.1

RESULTS

Introduction

Section 4.2 contains the participant table and results. Our analysis follows in three
subsections. In 4.3.1, we outline the methodology and the rationale behind our qualitative
analysis. Section 4.3.2 presents the results of that analysis, detailing the salient features of our
sensemaking model. Section 4.3.3 demonstrates how the model accounts for the variability in
our results, and explains the fundamental differences between the use of the interactive
visualisation and the static table as cognitive artefacts.
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4.3

Analysis

4.3.1

Methodology
We chose Grounded Theory (GT) to analyse our qualitative data. Dependent variables

were used as supporting materials to assist in making sense of users’ experiences.
GT is a qualitative approach to theory generation. It is founded on the principle of
coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2007). Coding is the gradual identification and demarcation of
significant themes within a text (Corbin & Strauss). Like many ethnographic techniques,
practitioners disagree on whether a bottom-up or a top-down approach to data is appropriate
(Furniss, Blandford, & Curzon, 2011). However, most agree that the process is an iterative
one. Analysts begin with a phase of open coding. This is a divergent phase, in which the
analyst resists systematisation in favour of a multivalent “brainstorming approach” (Corbin &
Strauss, p. 160). Then conceptualisation begins. Open codes are grouped into high-level
concepts, or categories; categories are decomposed into lower-level concepts; and finally, a
process of axial coding, in which concepts are related to each other, completes the basis for a
descriptive theory. Saturation describes the point at which no more meaningful relationships
can be found.
Our GT analysis of the think-aloud sessions reached saturation at an early stage with
the identification of four key themes: specifying action, reasoning with data, keeping track
and getting confused. A richer picture emerged from the structured interview, yielding four
further themes: potential interactive methods, data visibility, memory and familiarity. The
axial coding phase of our analysis yielded the sensemaking model for external
representations.
4.3.2

A sensemaking model for external representations
From the results of our axial coding, we arrived at a sensemaking model that holds for

both representation types. We will refer to this model as the Sensemaking Model for External
Representations (SMER). The model is illustrated in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: A Sensemaking Model for External Representations
The model in figure 4.2 is a classic interaction loop. It illustrates the stages of a user’s
interaction with an external representation from the initial, high-level task state, to perception
of the results of that interaction, to the subsequent integration of data. The user follows the
presentation of a task with what Spence might be call a browsing strategy (2000): the user
identifies gaps in their knowledge with respect to the task, which must be resolved by
decomposing those gaps into interactions to retrieve missing data from the representation.
Once the actions have been executed, the results are reconstituted into meaningful
information (‘interpret’), and reintegrated into the user’s understanding of the data
(‘integration’).
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The manner of those actions will depend on the difference between the form of the
data and the form of the representation. The success of that decomposition and reintegration
is then dependent on two factors: the difficulty of translating from a gap in the user’s
understanding of the data to a corresponding answer in the representation—the ‘semantic
distance’—and the ease with which the external representation can ‘cheapen’ the otherwise
difficult internal cognitive elements of a problem. This is the ‘distribution’ of cognitive load.
The latter point is different to the interaction models of Spence and Norman, in that it
recognises the significance of a blended—that is to say, a distributed—cognitive space. The
external representation is more than ‘that which is yet to be internalised’. It is also a way of
arranging information that might otherwise prove taxing, if performed wholly internally.
Semantic distance thus acquires two, related meanings: Can I say what I want to say, in the
language of the representation? And, does the language of the representation enrich the
problem space, so I can say easily what earlier I could not with the data alone?
We present the six salient features of the model below. These are numbered on figure
4.2, and constitute: an interaction loop (1); information foraging, and sensemaking phases
(2); a dependence on users’ mental models (3), which involve the translation of tasks (4); the
distinction between data and representation models, how this clarifies such a translation (5);
andthe distributed nature of cognizing with representations (6).
1.

The interaction loop
At its simplest, the SMER is an interaction loop. It begins with a task, which is

executed as an interaction from which results are observed. Such loops form the basis of
many design principles (Nielsen & Molich, 1990; Shneiderman, Plaisant, Cohen, & Jacobs,
2009). The interaction loop is central to HCI because it captures a wider pattern of human
behaviour. Much of our interaction with the world in general is motivated by goals. We
execute what we believe to be the best actions to meet those goals, and observe the results. If
the results are unsatisfactory, a rational agent would most likely change the manner in which
he behaves to ensure that subsequent actions are more likely to suit his motivations.
The decision to model our results as a loop was a natural one. From the results of our
axial coding, we recognised a frequent pattern of specifying action followed by reasoning
with data:
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Researcher: How many nuclear families are there?
P6: So I have to work out who’s married to who, and who’s a parent of
who. Duncan is Barbara’s parent. Duncan’s got three children, Tony’s
got two, William’s got… one, so three. I would go for three.
Participant 6, Family/Table condition: Q4
Here, we follow in the tradition of other Infovis researchers turning to this model to explain
users’ behaviour (Faisal, Cairns, & Blandford, 2010; Spence, 2000).
When bridging from data to theory, we found Norman’s action cycle particularly
instructive. Norman’s cycle is composed of seven stages: one for the formation of goals;
three in execution; and three in evaluation (Norman, 2002):

Figure 4.3: Norman’s action cycle. Reproduced from
http://www.educery.com/papers/educe/cycle.htm.
In Norman’s model, users begin with a goal. In our case, this was the resolution of the
participants’ analytic task. An action specification—clearly verbalised in the above example
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from participant 6—leads to a visual search interaction. This in turn yields perceived data.
The loop concludes with the evaluation of this data, and the resolution of the goal. The
interaction, as we’ll see in our discussion on mental models, is in the recovery of distributed
data. We will return to this point later.
The loop is also a self-perpetuating one: the results of one loop will enrich the next, as
a high-level goal approaches fulfilment. We can observe this in the complicated reasoning
processes of later tasks:
Researcher: Which generation contains the most females?
P5: [Zooms on Louise]. Is this a female? Louise. [clicks PARENT filter]. I
don’t know how you’d do that. By parent? [checks Duncan, Tony and
William]. So I’m assuming that these have all got…[zooms into William]
William. [Zooms out again]. These [hovers over three rightmost items]
have all got Duncan for a parent…So if I scroll further back, this
generation [hovers over leftmost items] are the first, well, the third
generation? In this scenario? So this generation has two. The third
generation.
Participant 5, Family/Tool condition: Q9
Here, we observe a dense web of hypotheses and revisions. It is obvious that the ‘swampy
lowlands’ of practice are more complicated than the theory might attest (Schon, 1995), and
Norman accepts this himself:
“The seven stages form an approximate model, not a complete
psychological theory. In particular, the stages are almost certainly not
discrete entities … There is a continual feedback loop, in which the
results of one activity are used to direct further ones.”
(Norman, 2002, p. 48)
What Norman says here, and what we observed in participant 5’s behaviour, is that the loop
not only enriches further loops but also that each stage interacts with the others. Rather than a
linear process, we can understand the interaction loop as two tightly-knit phases: an
information-foraging stage, and a sensemaking stage.
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2.

Information foraging & sensemaking
Within the loop illustrated in figure 4.4, Norman identifies two major challenges for

interface designers: the gulf of execution, and the gulf of evaluation (Hutchins, Hollan, &
Norman, 1985). These relate to the respective difficulty with which a user can decide how to
act, and what to make of the results of that action. As we consolidated our results, we
observed the same difficulties:
Researcher: How many levels are there in the food chain?
P8: OK. I don’t think I can work that out purely by filtering.
Participant 8, Animals/Tool condition: Q8
To explain these observations, we drew upon the work of Pirolli and Card (Card & Pirolli,
2005). Pirolli and Card, like Norman, saw outward- and inward-bound stages of a loop
between the user and the world. However, they proposed that these loops could be understood
as information foraging and sensemaking phases.
Information foraging is the process users go through to identify information relevant
to their task (Pirolli & Card, 1999). It applies the algorithms of optimal foraging theory to
users’ search strategies, to predict how users will evaluate and switch between ‘patches’ of
data. Sensemaking is, as discussed in mental models: the substrata to sensemaking, 2.2.5, the
integration of information, at various levels of abstraction, into a cohesive whole.
Both aspects of this loop are bound to what Russell et al. describe as the cost-structure
of sensemaking (1993). The act of “scanning, recognising and selecting items for further
attention” (Card & Pirolli, 2005, p. 5) is a cognitive and/or physical investment that
emphasises some data at the expense of others. It is a min-max trade-off between time cost
and return benefit, occasionally described explicitly by participants themselves:
P5: It feels like there should be a quicker way of doing it. I think because
I was trying to find the quickest way first, and I probably ignored a more
thorough way of doing it.
Participant 5, Family/Tool condition: Q5
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Returning to our data, we see the gulf of execution exacerbated by users’ inability to forage
for information from the representation. We can see in figure 4.4 that Pirolli and Card
illustrate this information foraging outward, towards the representation.

Figure 4.4: Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking loop (2005). The foraging loop involves external
data sources: the ‘shoebox’ and the ‘evidence file’.
Broadening the scope of Pirolli and Card’s diagram (figure 4.5), we also observe this
foraging inwards, towards users’ own knowledge:
Researcher: To which species does the oldest predator belong?
P1: Well, given that predators are only Ard or Peb, I’ll look to see which
animal is the oldest out of those two.
Participant 1, Animals/Table condition: Q7
We can then understand the execution phase as an information foraging exercise, seeking to
formulate an action specification from both the user’s own understanding and the
representation.
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The gulf of evaluation, on the other hand, can be understood as an obstacle to
sensemaking. It is rendered more or less effective by users’ ability to integrate data, and the
nature of its presentation, with their understanding.
The evaluation phase is a sensemaking exercise. It is integrative, and modifies the
understanding from which a user may later forage.
Observing the information foraging and sensemaking behaviour of our users brings
other, less obvious aspects into sharp relief. Already we have seen evidence of the cost
structure of sensemaking at work. Our next two aspects—mental models, and gap
identification/task decomposition—elaborate further.
3.

The centrality of mental models
Our model departs from classic interaction loops when we propose that sensemaking

is not a ballistic motion. Cognition does not propel dumb action into the outside world, and it
is not wholly dependent for its success on the extent to which the results of an interaction can
be comprehended, when they return. We place mental models at the centre of the interaction
cycle because we see these models as active components in each stage of the process, from
the earliest stages of intention, to execution, perception, interpretation and integration. Unlike
other models, we see no sensemaking ‘failures’—only constantly-adapting models,
succeeding more or less in their ability to establish a circuit from data to representation and
back again.
In our literature review, we found researchers describing mental models as analogues
of the external world.
Researcher: How many generations are there?
P6: OK, so how am I going to do this? So I know Duncan is my old
person, so I’m going to count him as my first generation. No parent for
him, so obviously he’s at the top. He’s got no siblings so I need to find out
how it flows down…
Participant 6, Family/Table condition: Q8
The above example is a clear demonstration of Liu’s stratification of models (2010). At the
item level, we observe the name ‘Duncan’. At the semantic level, we see Duncan placed into
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a parent/¬sibling relationship with other items, as an ‘old person’ in the ‘first generation’.
Then at the schematic level, the family itself is arranged into a hierarchy.
We observe users foraging through their mental models to identify gaps, and
decompose the task:
Researcher: Who is Tony’s parent?
P3: So, because of the previous…this is learned knowledge from the
previous one, when I was confused about how to learn ages of parents,
mixing up parents, because you only give the children and you can filter
by who their parents are. So given what I knew about that, I already knew
from using this system, this tool that you could work out someone’s
parent, (by giving) it a first name.
Participant 3, Family/Tool condition: Q7
And we observe users sense-making—that is, furnishing their models with information—
during the phase we have identified as integration:
Researcher: How many predators are there?
P7: …so if this is a list of all predators, there’s 5 Ards, None
Available…don’t know what that means. That’s like a species that isn’t
available. [clicks Sort by age]. [checks None Available] If I click it, it
gives me the square… [zooms in on item—Ard]. That’s just…ah, OK. So
it’s listing what they prey on. If I look at predators…It’s listing what their
predators ARE! [clicks on prey]. OK. That is, ‘they have predators’, and
this is ‘they have prey’.
Participant 7, Animals/Tool condition: Q4
When computationally and informationally equivalent models are employed, the cost
structure of sensemaking is very low:
Researcher: Which generation has the most females?
P4: That’d be the last generation, Tony’s two daughters. Two of three are
in that generation versus Rebecca, the 61 year old spinster, sister of Tony
and Mr Bad Hair—what’s his name? William. So that’d make the third
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generation.
Participant 4, Family/Tool condition: Q9
Participant 4 doesn’t need to interact with the representation to know the answer to this
question. What might have involved several stages of analysis, involving the identification of
generations, of females, and the distribution of females across generations, is reduced to a
single foraging task. But still, what occurs internally with the representation follows much the
same pattern as what might occur externally. The user must identify knowledge gaps,
decompose the task into subtasks and reassemble the observed data into a solution.
4.

Task translation
Users’ execution and evaluation phases, illustrated by the two branches on either side

of the model, were principally transformative. We use transformation to describe the way
users mediate between the demands of the task and the representation. We call the earliest
stage of transformation ‘gap identification’, drawing upon Zhang’s extended sensemaking
model (Zhang et al., 2008). Gap identification is, simply, the identification of what
information is necessary to resolve the task:
Researcher: Who has the youngest child—William, or Tony?
P1: OK, so I need to compare William or Tony.
Participant 1, Family/Tool condition: Q7
This involves the activation of the data model to establish what is missing from the users’
knowledge, indicated by the bi-directional arrow to the mental model. Here, participant 1 has
recognised that two items—William, and Tony—should indicate the answer. The need to
compare arises from task decomposition: by establishing the need for comparison, participant
1 has begun to think in the terms of the representation. Again, this involves an interaction
with the users’ mental model as the gap is transformed into a specification for interrogating
the representation. Task decomposition draws upon many extant theories, such as Zhang’s
cognitive task analysis (2008), Pirolli & Card’s information foraging loop (2005), Russell et
al.’s representational shift loop (Russell et al., 1993) and Gotz’s semantic tiers (2009). What
is shared amongst them all is the process of transformation from high-level analytic tasks to
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low-level interaction. On the basis of a trade-off assessment (Russell et al., 1993), the user
makes what they believe to be a fruitful action specification:
P1: So I’ll select them both from the first name list [clicks William and
Tony in FIRST NAME filter]. So that’s my dataset. So now I need to find
out about children [zooms into William]…
Participant 1 sees high value in the isolation of William and Tony, for what is a cheap
allocation of resource (checking the filter). This may form part of a full action specification,
or the user might follow a hill-climbing heuristic and seek local optimal payoffs:
Researcher: How many nuclear families are there?
P5: OK. Uhm… [clicks FIRST NAME filter]. [zooms on leftmost item,
Rebecca]. Parent… I’m not sure how to look for this, to be honest. Maybe
if I look in…[selects AGE from the Sort dropdown] this view. Might help
me find something. Siblings, there we go [clicks SIBLINGS filter].
Brothers, uh…[selects SIBLINGS from Sort dropdown].
Participant 5, Family/Tool condition: Q4
The latter strategy, we observed, arose most commonly when users found task decomposition
too overwhelming. A user who understands little of the data will see considerable value in the
smallest discoveries. But it is impractical to aggregate such subtasks when the analytic task is
complex, and involves the integration of many data:
Researcher: How many levels are there in the food chain?
P8: …So, Ards prey on Pebs and Volks. The properties on the side tell me.
If I look up Pebs and Volks to see what they prey on in turn I should be
able to work out the hierarchy. So if I go out of here [minimises info] and
zoom out of him [zooms out of Ard]. I’ve already forgotten the name of it.
[zooms on Ard]. So, Ards feed on Pebs and Volks.
Participant 8, Animals/Tool condition: Q8
Interpretation and integration constitute the reassembly of knowledge from observed outputs.
However, as the above example shows, propositional statements with no model to
contextualise them are vulnerable to decay (Altmann & Trafton, 2002). Recalling a
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specification, or even simply executing the interactions associated with it, will increase the
likelihood that information will be forgotten rather than integrated.
Gap identification and task decomposition are information foraging operations
performed by the user in order to translate the demands of the task into an action
specification. Likewise, interpretation and integration perform the reverse: their role is to
translate the outputs of the representation into information that accords with the users’ mental
model, explaining their position on the opposing side of the loop. We shall argue that the
difficulty of this transformation is dependent on a distinction between the users’ data and
representation models. These mental models, which are central to the SMER, are the tools the
user must use to mediate between external stimuli and the user’s internal model of the data. It
is the semantic distance between them that principally dictates the difficulty of the task.
5.

Semantic distance: data models & representation models
Semantic distance is defined by Hutchins et al. as “the relation of the meaning of an

expression in the interface language to what the user wants to say” (1985, p. 321). An
important distinction is made here. The user has a language, and so does the interface. What
one can say in one language may be inexpressible in the other, and vice versa. The
transformation we discussed earlier becomes translation: “is it possible to say what one
wants to say in this language? … Can the things of interest be said concisely?” (1985, p.
321).
If the expression of the task in the language of the interface feels artificial or verbose,
this indicates a wide semantic distance. In the table condition, we see a large semantic
distance for simple tasks:
Researcher: To which species does the youngest animal belong?
P2: I look down the ages, find the youngest then look across to the species
column to find the value from that row. So the Volk.
Participant 2, Animals/Table condition: Q2
Participant 2’s task decomposition depends on a clear model of how rows and columns relate
to each other. Users of the tool, on the other hand, expressed their actions more frequently as
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operations directly on the data, indicating a narrower semantic distance between the task and
the interface:
Researcher: To which species does the youngest animal belong?
P11: So the youngest animal… he’s at one end of the spectrum, right? So
I need to [clears all filters] think how I can see that. If I… [clicks SORT
by AGE] …there. [zooms on leftmost item] It’s this one. The Volk.
Participant 11, Animals/Tool condition: Q1
Critical to the discussion of semantic distance is the notion that both the data and the interface
exist as distinct mental models for the user. We already know mental models help users
reason about a domain. The same is true of the interface, and this is represented by the
distinction between data and representation models.
If we return to our observations on task decomposition and the cost-structure of
sensemaking, we can see the part that semantic distance plays. A task decomposition with a
narrow semantic distance incurs a low foraging cost, and subsequently returns a high value
for the user. But, as we have seen, users are easily misled by poor information design:
P6: “So actually it doesn’t list kids does it? No, it just says parents. So if
I find anyone who doesn’t have siblings in this situation is a parent…?
[clicks FIRST NAME filter]. I find it very confusing.”
P6: “(Parents) … wasn’t completely clear. What I was going to find from
parents, siblings. Who had parents, who were parents. That was a little
ambiguous.”
Participant 6, Family/Tool condition
What participant 6 perceives to be the case—that values in the PARENTS filter correspond to
parents in the dataset—is correct: however, checking these boxes does not return those items.
Rather, it returns all the items for which that value is a parent (see 3.2, on the Pivot tool). The
perceived semantic distance is narrow, but in reality there is a significant discrepancy. The
price is paid during interpretation and integration. Does the user revise their existing data
model to incorporate the new data? Or do they keep their data model intact, and assume their
representation model is faulty? These considerations incur additional cognitive costs.
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Such distractions cause problems for the higher analytic task. The user is either
distracted from the task by hypothesis-testing, or begins to orientate their knowledge upon
mistaken beliefs. The more inaccurate information the user integrates, the poorer the
equivalence between model and reality:
Researcher: How many predators are there?
P7: … So I thought this [hovers over values in PREY filter] is what they
prey on. [clicks item view, and zooms in on Peb]. Their prey are Gru.
[checks Gru in filter]. So those are the predators that prey on Gru [points
to value numbers in PREY filter]. So they are predators. There’s 3, 6, 7, 8
[counting numbers against values in PREY filter]. But there’s only 7
boxes. [zooms into Peb, and zooms into next Peb]. So I’m thinking there’s
categories, there’s more than each one.
This gives an indication of the criticality of semantic distance in the SMER. We observe the
most catastrophic sensemaking standstills resulting from a breakdown in navigating either
from data to representation, or from representation to data. However, this is not to say that
such work is conducted wholly within the user’s head. What is external to the representation
model is not necessarily ‘that which is yet to be internalised’, and a successful sensemaking
task is not necessarily that which has succeeded in doing away with the representation
altogether. Rather, we observe a necessary dependence on the external representation,
irrespective of users’ familiarity with it.
6.

The distributed representation model
The inclusion of the distributed representation model in the diagram, illustrated by the

intersecting representation and model sections, is perhaps what distinguishes the SMER most
readily from other models of cognition in Infovis. It is our greatest step away from the
traditional focus on representational primacy, and towards a model that recognises
representations as complements, rather than precursors, to internal cognition.
As we have discussed in 2.1.7, Distributed Cognition theorists argue that there are
aspects of cognition which make no sense to describe as ‘internal’. As an example, Hutchins
describes ‘material anchors’ (2005). Useful by virtual of their stability, these anchors
combine with internal, conceptual processes to create a blended space. To illustrate, Hutchins
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uses the compass rose as an example of ‘material anchoring’. Hutchins argues that the most
useful element of the compass rose is not the needle, but the stability of the points
surrounding it. This, he says, stabilises an otherwise unimaginably precise aspect of the
external task domain, and the resulting blend exhibiting information not derivable from either
the conceptual or material inputs: the angle calculated by the user to determine the current
bearing is absent from the compass, the points of the compass are absent from the user’s
model, yet the blended space yields the possibility of combining both to determine an exact
bearing. This output is the “emergent structure specific to the blend” (Fauconnier & Turner,
2003, p. 133).
Users’ ‘material anchoring’ was tailored, in the case of the table, by the permanence
of its rows and columns. Users created blended spaces—in this instance, ‘items that are both
predators and prey’—by combining the adjacency of predator and prey columns with a
conceptual conjunction:
Researcher: Which level of the food chain has the greatest combined
age?
P5: Uhm… so yeah. Ard is at the top, he’s 12. Next down are the ones
that are predators and prey, the ones that have something in both
categories here [points at predator and prey column]…
Participant 5, Animals/Table condition: Q10
In the tool condition, material anchoring instead took the form of users’ dependence on the
stable behaviour of sorted items in a graph. The consistent arrangement of items in ascending
order provided a stable space upon which to project the notion of polarity—the ‘oldest’, the
‘youngest’ and so on.
Users did not just depend upon the representation itself for material anchors, either.
The body, too, became part of the distributed representation model in complex, decomposed
analytic tasks:
Researcher: How many generations are there?
P6: …so Duncan has Barbara, Tony and William, so that’s two
generations. Barbara isn’t a parent of anybody else, so that’s no
additional ones. Tony is the parent of two, his children don’t come up in
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the parent column so we’re still at two … That’s all of them. Duncan
[raises one finger], his children, are Tony and William, so that’s two
[raises another finger]. William and Tony both have one child, so that’s
three generations [raises third finger].
Participant 6, Family/Table condition: Q8
In this example, the fingers become part of the representation model. By counting each
generation on their fingers, participant 6 has compensated for the inadequacies of the table by
supplementing with new representations. This, in turn, becomes content for future
information foraging: the sequential counting from left to right not only encodes the number
of generations but their order too, condensing semantic information into the blended space.
An interesting aspect of the distributed representational model is the clarification of
appropriation as a sensemaking strategy. Faisal defines appropriation as the transforming of
the tool into an instrument, modifying it to suit ones’ needs (2008). We can understand at
least one user’s act of appropriation as an instance of ‘running the blend’. In the family
condition, one user employed the NAME filter not to add or remove items, but as a rapid way
of identifying what items were currently displayed. As the values in each filter update
dynamically to reflect the total range of values in the items currently displayed, the user could
exploit this to generate a new blended space (see figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: An appropriation of the NAME filter. The SEX filter, currently active, excludes
females from the display. The NAME filter on the left is then used to identify the names of all
males.
In figure 4.5, we can observe the three stages of Fauconnier’s conceptual blending (2003):
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Composition
The combination of subtask, which was identifying names, and representation,
which was the filter panel, creates a new blended space that did not exist
completely in either input.



Completion
The space is situated within the broader conceptual structure—in this case, the
data model, and the representation model.



Elaboration
The blended space then furnishes the broader structure with new information. The
user can identify the names with the items in the view, ‘passing’ the new
information up to the higher analytic task.

Every example presented in this section, from appropriation, to material anchors, and
projection, all represent instances of the same conceptual blending—albeit with the
increasing physical cost and decreasing cognitive commitment. Hutchins calls this the
“gradient of tangibility” (2006, p. 5). Hutchins uses ships’ navigators to demonstrate how
each elaboration of the blend—from the situated seeing of chart, through tactile way finding,
to physically drawing upon the chart—enriches the external representation for subsequent
blends (2006). Likewise, the examples we have presented are not isolated instances of ‘noninternalised’ material in users’ sensemaking tasks. What they represent are instances of
tangible enrichment, along similar gradients of physical and cognitive commitment. At no
stage of the gradient is the model entirely internal. Rather, internal and external information
supplement each other in a projected blend. It is in this sense that we can call the
representation model ‘distributed’.

4.4

How does the SMER explain our results?
With a clearer picture of the SMER in place, how does this help us understand the

differences between the printed table and the interactive visualisation tool? First, we’ll
discuss how the model helps us understand the variability between participants. Then, we’ll
discuss what aspects of the model we can control, and how this explains variability between
representation types.
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4.4.1

Variability between participants
As mentioned, mental models are versatile (Pinker, 1990), entrenched (Spence, 2007)

and highly dependent on subjective experience (Faisal, 2008). We can attribute much of the
variability between participants to differences in their mental models. These differences
exhibit themselves in two ways: familiarity, and task decomposition strategies.
Familiarity
Firstly, some users reflected on the influence of their own experience in their
preference between representation types. And, through our analysis, we can understand this
as automated behaviour in relation to the semantic distance between users’ data and
representation models (Hutchins et al., 1985; section 5 of figure 4.2): some users found tasks
less taxing simply because they were accustomed to working with that type of representation
or analysis. We can say that they were more fluent in that form of translation.
Our users exhibited this kind of acclimatisation in two ways. Some described their preference
or performance as a likely consequence of their familiarity with that particular representation
type. Narrowing the semantic distance is achieved by drawing the data closer to the
representation:
Researcher: Which representation type did you feel most comfortable
with and why?
P6: Probably the first one, because it was the table on the sheet of paper.
Purely because of familiarity. I’m so used to seeing tables like that,
reading the table, working out what’s going on…Because you would see a
table like that: census results, from 18-whatever. They would have been
written out like that…I’ve grown up knowing that.
Participant 6, Structured interview
Others reflected on the fact that they were accustomed to manipulating that particular type of
data, drawing the representation closer instead:
P3: I should say, um--where I work, we do a lot with, work with databases
a lot. So hierarchies, supersets… extrapolating data.
Participant 3, Structured interview
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These are not deliberate strategies for reducing semantic distance. They accumulate through
brute experience. The table, more or less universal in the Western world, is a highly
successful example of this.
Few participants reported excessive mental demand when using the table, nor did
anybody feel their diagram had benefitted from knowledge accumulated through the table.
Users’ responses to the table appeared to have little or no correlation with users’ final
representation preference. However, users’ reactions to the tool were more telling.
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Figure 4.6: Scatterplots showing dependent variables for each participant, following each
representation type. We add final representation preference to illustrate the strong negative
response to the tool from those who found it mentally demanding.
As we can see in figure 4.6, those who experienced high mental demand while using the tool
indicated a far stronger preference for the table, while those who found the tool less taxing
were generally happier using it overall. We hypothesise that the relatively low mental
demand in the table condition arose in part as a result of familiarity with that mode of
representation: the translation between data and representation that occurs when mental
models are invoked is automatic. Therefore, we hypothesise that users were better able to
overcome wide semantic distance to decompose tasks and integrate the results comfortably.
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A striking example of this hypothesis can be found in P8’s food chain diagram, drawn
for the tool condition. As P8 was exposed to the tool condition first, there is no possibility of
learning effects. But figure 4.7 illustrates his using a table to help solve the food chain
diagram. We see the decision to use a table as evidence for the influence of familiarity in
reducing semantic distance. In this example, the table was selected by the user for being the
representation type with the narrowest semantic distance. Hence, in the user’s mind the table
was the most efficient sensemaking tool—it was the easiest way for them to enrich the
material space for conceptual blending. Through the table, the user offloads semantic-level
data regarding species in order to more easily reason about the structural level of the food
chain.

Figure 4.7: P8’s food chain diagram. The final diagram is in the lower-left corner; an
aborted attempt is in the lower right. However, most of the work was conducted using the
table at the top. The circled dash indicates an ‘a-ha’ insight identifying Ards as the top-tier
predator.
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Task decomposition strategies
Secondly, there was also a high variability between task decomposition strategies
(section 4 of figure 4.2). Perhaps due to the conditions of the study, some users felt obliged to
optimise sensemaking pay-off, spending considerable time fully decomposing the task
upfront:
Researcher: How many nuclear families are there?
P9: Nuclear families are...each family in the table. I think. Uhm, so… you
said this is direct descendants. No husbands or wives. Which
means…single parents in here (points to PARENT column). So each, so
each different parent will be a new family. So one, Duncan, two, Tony,
three, William. So three.
Participant 9, Family/Table condition: Q4
Others sought a local maxima pay-off, relying on a hill-climbing approach to reach the
answer:
Researcher: How many nuclear families are there?
P1: OK, right. So first hunch is to click the parent option.
Participant 1, Family/Tool condition: Q4
As discussed in section 3 of 4.2, we can attribute this approach in part to the users’
understanding of the data and the representation. And, as the process is dependent on
cognitive resource, we can also trace it to the depth of task translation (section 4 of figure
4.2) the user is engaged in: users who have already decomposed the task into a high number
of atomic interactions will, for fear of losing their place, avoid specifying complicated
routines. For those who proceed to further complicate their decomposition with complicated
routines, we observed the original analytic task decay rapidly (see section 4 of figure 4.2).
We follow up on this thread of the analysis in further work, 6.
4.4.2

Variability between representation types
Despite this inter-participant variability, we observe two ‘objective’ aspects of the

SMER that should help resolve our research question. The first is the semantic distance
between the representation type and the task (section 5 of figure 4.2). The second is how the
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representation supports the distributed nature of users’ representation models (section 6 of
figure 4.2).
Can I use the representation to express the needs of my task easily?
Familiarity can, as we’ve seen, induce automated behaviour to mitigate the effects of
wide semantic distance (Hutchins et al., 1985). However, the representation itself can narrow
this distance by aligning itself with the language of the task at hand, reducing the degree of
translation necessary to transform high-level analytic tasks into low-level interactions.
Most users were very comfortable with the early information-retrieval tasks (see
appendices 8 & 10: questions 1-7). And while we observed the wide semantic distance
between the table and these tasks in 4.3.2, this was compensated for by the simplicity of the
dataset. We propose that, were the datasets composed of more items, the tool would have
fared better at mitigating mental demand because of the narrower semantic distance with easy
tasks. For example: the time taken to find the oldest item in the tool would most likely remain
the same regardless of dataset size. The table, meanwhile, would most likely scale linearly
due to visual search cost.
However, in later tasks where the tool’s in-built visualisation techniques were less
immediately useful, the semantic distance between the representation and data model
increased dramatically. Where users were unable to find a combination of filters and sorting
rules to immediately yield an answer to the task, and had not established appropriation
techniques do so (section 5 of figure 4.2), they were obliged to zoom in and out of each item
to identify item-specific details (see figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: The zoom view. Where a user’s task decomposition involved examining the
attribute of a specific item, they were forced to click on the item, review the information
window on the right and zoom back out again.
For those who approached the high-level task, ‘How many generations are there?’ by
examining each item’s parent attribute individually, the zoom view in figure 4.7 was a source
of frequent frustration. Many described the data as ‘hidden’, and suggested possible
resolutions in the structured interview:
Researcher: Are there any tools that might have made the exercise
easier?
P5: If it brings up who they are, their details, in this view [the unfiltered
item view] you could do this very quickly. You could leave it like this
[points to the unfiltered item view], and you could sort by different
criteria and it’d be a lot quicker to sort out (who is who).
Participant 5, Family/Tool condition, Structured Interview
This issue was further compounded in the animals task, where items were represented not by
unique images but general species (see figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: The animals dataset in an unfiltered view. Each item is represented by an image
of their species. As some species contained more than one item, some images appeared
multiple times.
As a flaw in the method, we discuss the ambiguity presented in figure 4.8 in greater detail in
critical discussion of the method, 5.2. However, the effect on semantic distance is clear. In
later tasks, where users’ task decompositions increasingly depended on the examination of
item-specific attributes, users weren’t able—as others were, when using the tool in
conjunction with the family—to clearly associate images with unique items. The {FIRST
NAME: Duncan, AGE: 86} item was easily locatable by image. The {SPECIES: Peb, AGE:
6} item required either a combination of filters, or laborious zooming in/out. We see the

User rating

effect of this discrepancy most clearly in self-levels of reported mental demand (figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Bar charts displaying the average reported values across representation types,
split by task condition, for the question: ‘How mentally demanding did you find the tasks, on
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a scale of 1 to 10?’ Because our data is non-parametric, we use error bars to display
minimum and maximum values.
Due to the small size of our conditions, we are not able to establish the significance of the
inter-task and inter-representation differences displayed in figure 4.9 (discussed further in
critical discussion of the method, 5.2). But what we do see is an indication that mental
demand across datasets is different—and that the tool is more taxing visualising the animal
dataset, and less taxing visualising the family dataset.
We propose that the increased difference between task conditions when using the tool
is at least partly attributable to the greater semantic distance incurred by the animal dataset in
the tool (section 5 of figure 4.2). Examining the contribution of knowledge generated by each

User rating

representation type, we see the opposite pattern:
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Figure 4.10: Bar charts displaying the average reported values across representation types,
split by task condition, for the question: ‘How much did you feel that the knowledge you
accumulated throughout the tasks contributed to your ability to draw the final diagram, on a
scale of 1 to 10?’ (see Appendix 11).
From figure 4.10 we can see that while the average of knowledge contribution generated by
the table is relatively stable across conditions, the tool plays a far greater role in the family
dataset, and a smaller one in the animal dataset. We propose that the wider semantic distance
in the animal/tool condition caused greater interference with task decomposition, resulting in
poorer integration of knowledge: as task decompositions became more atomic, so too did the
resulting data, making internalisation more difficult. We propose that this was because users
struggled far more when their data model was ‘data-driven’ (Zhang et al., 2008) and built
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from the item-level (Liu & Stasko, 2010), rather than ‘structure-driven’ and populating a
preconceived hierarchy.
Unlike the tool, the semantic distance between the table and task remains reasonably
stable from simple information retrieval (see appendices 8 & 10: questions 1-7) to complex
sensemaking (see appendices 8 & 10: questions 8-10). We find evidence for this in the
similar results from each task across both mental demand and knowledge contribution.
Unlike the tool, images are less significant in the table and so users experience little variation
between datasets. In the table, users are able to materially anchor discrete items in twodimensional space, but in the tool they are not. In fact, if one considers the task
decomposition necessary to identify the oldest item within a table, the fundamental
translation process varies little to that of more complicated tasks such as identifying
generations. The static nature of the representation means that the learning curve is brief, and
the possible routes translating from data to representation models are few: there is little
beyond navigating within two-dimensional space. What is overwhelming for the user is not
the range of possible task decompositions, but the cost of the necessary ones. When using the
table the biggest challenge is not, like the tool, in how to translate knowledge gaps into
interaction specifications. Users aren’t arrested by min-max information foraging
calculations:
Researcher: To which species does the youngest animal belong?
P8: … Probably a simpler way of looking at it than looking at individual
characteristics. I’m not sure what’s going on, to be honest.
Participant 8, Tool/Animals condition: Q2
Rather, it was the remembering of ones’ place in the higher analytic task that troubled users.
And it is in this, too, that the table excels earliest.
Does the representation allow for easy distribution of cognitive work?
Earlier, we discussed the role of the distributed representation model, and how
distribution can be understood as a wilful conceptual blend for the purpose of yielding an
elaboration of the data (section 6 of figure 4.2). With this in mind, we proceed onto a
comparison of the table and the tool as distributed representation models.
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We have already observed how much users appreciate the fact that, when using the
table, the data is ‘all there’. We have also observed how the semantic distance between the
table and task is largely the same, irrespective of complexity. And to understand why, we
return to Hutchins’ notion of the ‘gradient of tangibility’. Tables, as complete static
representations, require no interaction. The physical cost of traversing the representation is
zero. This situates most operations one must perform on the table at the lowest level of
Hutchins’ gradient. And, as the external constraints of the representation are fixed, the
complexity of the foraging trade-off is reduced: as before, the semantic distance is a factor of
the inherent structure of the table as a medium.
The tool, on the other hand, has a relatively broad spectrum of interactive
possibilities. While it is less straightforward for the user to mark attributes of interest—the
tool has no ‘brush’ function—checking filters allows the user to achieve a similar result by
reducing the number of items displayed in the main view (see figure 3.2). Similarly, pressing
GRAPH VIEW arranges the items in a histogram of ascending order (see figure 3.3). The
physical and cognitive cost of these interactions is, on Hutchins’ gradient, a significant
commitment. But by arranging the representation in this way, the user creates a complement
to their internalised model. The conceptual blend that emerges is richer than either internal or
external inputs. What configuration of the external representation the user selects is, of
course, dependent on their ability to translate the higher analytic task into the ‘language’ of
the representation-level (section 4 of figure 4.2). Semantic distance plays a part, but so does
the maturity of their representation model.
4.4.3

Summary
We can see there is more to a successful sensemaking representation than simply

offering the possibility of creating external constraints, or enriching the material space. Users
succeeded by understanding at a general level what they should represent externally and
manipulate internally. As Keehner et al. observed it is not so much interactivity, as the ability
to see the most task-relevant information, which is important (Keehner et al., 2008). As for
the representations, neither provided a particularly easy route between data and representation
for more advanced tasks (see questions 8-10: appendices 7 & 9). The familiarity of the
table—and the comfortable gradient of tangibility involved in pointing and counting—
contributed to its success at facilitating insight. Where the tool failed was in the semantic
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distance between higher level analytic tasks, and the difficulty of creating durable external
constraints. While semantically straightforward to visualise specific relationships (see graph
view, section 5 of 3.2), more complex tasks (see appendices 8 & 10: questions 8-10) incurred
far wider semantic distance. And, while material anchors helped users in specific
relationships, far too great a burden was placed on internal cognitive processes.
We believe this to be our central contribution to Infovis. The SMER recognises and
situates distributed cognition as a specific element of semantic distance, and it is semantic
distance that is the key to understanding mental models in Infovis. To illustrate how this has
furthered the field, we return to our reviewed literature.

Figure 4.11: The flow of information according to the representational primacy paradigm.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the traditional Infovis model. It depends upon the assumption that
information is latent within the diagram, and that a privileged Infovis model of interpretation
unpacks that data from retinal variables. However, our literature review informs us that the
picture is a little more complicated.
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Figure 4.12: In Spence’s navigational framework, visual stimuli is consumed and made sense
of using mental models. Those models determine a browsing strategy, and the cycle repeats
(2000).
Figure 4.12 illustrates the elaborated model of Infovis comprehension espoused by
Spence (2000). The representation is internalised, and reasoned with using a mental model.
Gaps in the mental model are then resolved by interacting with the representation, and
yielding a new representation. This model implicitly alludes to the notion of semantic
distance. But by presuming that the representation is consumed in toto, it still bears some of
the representational primacy we saw in figure 4.11.
What we present in figure 4.13 is an alternative rendering of section 3, 4, 5 and 6 in
figure 4.2. It illustrates how the representation is a blended cognitive space. Interaction
configures the material inputs, and the user’s projected mental model forms the conceptual
input. Therefore, the resulting blended space does not depend so much on the users’ ability to
reason purely with a mental image. Rather, it is contingent upon the users’ ability to
effectively manipulate both the material input and the conceptual input.
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Figure 4.13: The SMER demonstrates how the projected conceptual space is constructed of
internal and external elements.
We argue that it is only by understanding the external representation as one half of a
conceptual blend, rather than visual stimuli to be consumed internally and in toto, that we can
think intelligently about what it is and is not important to visualise.
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CHAPTER 5.
5.1

DISCUSSION

Introduction
In this study, we have followed the footsteps of an increasing number of Infovis

researchers looking to deep, qualitative analysis to better understand Visual Analytics (Faisal,
2008; Isenberg et al., 2008; Rester et al., 2007; Saraiya et al., 2006; Tory & Moller, 2005).
We have synthesised a sensemaking model for external representations and, using this model,
we have identified the differences, and the similarities, between the table and the interactive
visualisation as cognitive artefacts. But such exploratory analyses are often fraught with
issues, and ours was no different. So, before we present the broader application of our work,
we begin with a critical discussion of our method.

5.2

Critical discussion of the method
Our experimental design is lacking in four respects. Due to resources, we were unable

to recruit the recommended 10 participants per condition, resulting in a total of 20
participants overall. With 20 participants we would have tested for significant differences
between representation conditions using the Mann-Whitney U test. But, with only 6
participants per condition, we have chosen to use this data as supporting evidence for our
model instead.
The wording of the tasks also casts doubt on our findings. The phrasing of a task has
been demonstrated to exert an influence on users’ approaches to it (Ziemkiewicz & Kosara,
2008), which we can now understand as the influence of semantic distance between the task
expression—which is as much an external representation as the visualisation is—and the data
model of the user. Describing the ‘family’ tasks as such carried with it a tacit cultural schema
(Pinker, 1990) that the ‘animals’ tasks did not. The ‘food chain’ is not as patently hierarchical
as the ‘family tree’, nor is it as central to ‘animals’ as ‘family tree’ is to ‘family’. It is also
more variably understood: several users sought a food ‘loop’ in accordance with their
education, and one user drew the data as a loop despite recognising there wasn’t one. To
remedy this, we would describe the animals task as ‘ecosystem’ instead, and the ‘food chain’
as ‘food pyramid’.
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We also note that the predator and prey attributes are not directly comparable: the
former has an upward/downward relation, and the latter has an upward/lateral relation. Were
we to repeat the experiment, we would adapt the family attributes to directly reflect those of
the animals (parents/children, and predators/prey).
Finally, the structure of the animals dataset did not directly correspond to the family
dataset. Rather than unique individuals, the animals dataset contained species. Items did not
have unique names, nor did they have unique images—only species names, and species
images. In the future, a more careful design would increase the number of species to 7 and
represent each one only once. This would improve the correspondence between both the
family tree and the food pyramid, and the image/name uniqueness across datasets.

5.3

How does the SMER help us evaluate Infovis?
We believe that our model takes a step forward in understanding the cognition behind

sensemaking with external representations. We see that semantic distance can be managed
through experience, and through design. Beyond the provision of Yi et al.’s atomic analytic
interaction methods (2008), we can reduce semantic distance—and, consequently, the
cognitive costs of sensemaking—by narrowing the application of the tool to a specific
domain. But doing so can impact the generalizability of the tool, and frustrates evaluation.
The appropriation of Infovis tools is one solution to the challenge of generalizability.
But designing appropriation into a system isn’t easy. In Zhang and Norman’s experiments,
the external constraints encode the rules to a single, predefined problem (1994). Likewise, the
guidelines for mapping data to visualisations exploit more-or-less universal correspondences
between types of data and retinal variables. These design decisions precede the user, because
they are not dependent on some contingent aspect of the data. But establishing the
relationships between data elements—what is important to see, what isn’t—is, by definition,
the user’s function. These correspondences cannot be designed into the visualisation, because
the purpose of the visual analysis is to reveal them and what is important to offload externally
will change as the blend is elaborated. What the tool must do, then, is provide the means for
users to encode it themselves.
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5.4

Potential applications of the SMER
We already see such encoding in tools like Aruvi (figure 5.1). Aruvi is an Infovis tool

developed specifically for visual analytics. The interactive visualisation, referred to as the
data view, is supplemented by a knowledge view and a navigation view.

Figure 5.1: The Aruvi tool. The data view can be seen on the left, the knowledge view on the
right and the history view below. Reproduced from Shrinivasan & van Wijk, 2008.
Like Kreuseler’s history mechanism (2004), the navigation view records a chronology of
visualisation arrangements, permitting users to navigate backwards and forwards through a
particular thread of analysis. The knowledge view provides a way for users to note significant
insights as a ‘mind map’. These comments can be tied to particular visualisation
arrangements from the users’ past, indicated with a star (see figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Aruvi’s knowledge view. Numbered items are high-level insights. Arrows indicate
relationships between insights. Reproduced from (Shrinivasan & van Wijk, 2008).
Through the lens of the SMER, Aruvi has achieved two things. Firstly, it reduces the
semantic distance between data and representation models by explicating insights in natural
language: by linking statements to visualisation arrangements, the user is able to reduce the
degree of task decomposition necessary to navigate between their data model and
representation model. More importantly, this reduction is achieved by providing a fertile
material space for internal cognitive processes. Like the design constraints in Zhang and
Norman’s towers of Hanoi (1994), Aruvi externally retains a ‘rule’—in this case, the link
between recent cameras and USB functionality. Building a composite of such rules elaborates
the material space, reducing the possibilities the user must internally entertain and permitting
a narrowing of the task.
However, the SMER—and more specifically, the ‘gradient of tangibility’ (Hutchins,
2006) within the distributed representation model—tells us that such rules, as material input
to the blended space, are present from the most atomic insights to the most general ones.
Therefore, we posit that a more efficient approach to enriching the material space is not to
focus on externally constraining high-level insights, like Aruvi does. Doing this discards the
‘building blocks’ of those insights. A better approach, we argue, is to connect the composite
elements of the natural language in the knowledge view to the representation arrangement it
refers to.
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Figure 5.3: Creating building blocks from the natural language of Aruvi’s knowledge view.
Allowing users to directly manipulate phrases such as those highlighted in figure 5.3—
dragging and dropping ‘every year until 2005’ onto the data view, for example— reduces the
semantic distance between data and representation. It sustains the work in translating a task
from the data model to the representation model. And it establishes constraining ‘rules’ at
arbitrary levels of abstraction, allowing the user to elaborate upon the material space at the
item, semantic and schematic level of their data model. Applying this principle to Pivot, one
could—with standardised syntax for defining schematic/semantic/item relationships— drag
and drop elements of insights such as, ‘Barbara, William and Tony are the children of
Duncan’, or ‘Ard eats Peb and Volk’.
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CHAPTER 6.

FURTHER WORK

Our proposals for the potential applications of the SMER raise three questions for
further research.
We’ve already raised the trade-off between generalizability and semantic distance.
We argue that the more generalizable a visualisation tool is, the wider the semantic distance
between any given domain task and the representation. But this hides the assumption that
users have at least some concept of the domain to begin with. A fruitful area for research
would then be an ethnographic study of visual analysis users. At what stage in Pirolli and
Card’s sensemaking process (2005) do users begin to employ visualisation tools? Do they
understand the schematic/semantic elements of the domain they are visualising—or are visual
analytics tools responsible for illustrating this, too?
Also, our research has drawn relatively little from users’ produced diagrams. Rather
than analysing these as sensemaking tools, users’ diagrams were used primarily as validation
of their models. But the benefit of note-taking in visualisation use has already been
demonstrated (Keehner et al., 2008), and research that permitted diagrams from the beginning
of the sensemaking exercise would prove valuable in understanding how notes, and other
forms of distributed cognition also act as cognitive artefacts. A longitudinal study observing
the development of these notes, and their relationship with visualisation, might help us better
understand how different types of external artefact complement each other—and how
interactive visualisation tools can support such externalisation.
Finally, we see a rich vein of research in the exploration of users’ decomposition
strategies. In our analysis, we recognise everything from far-reaching action specifications to
local maxima hill-climbing approaches. Users may have a clear understanding of exactly
what they need to do. Or, they may build upon easily-located chunks of information with no
clear plan for how this will eventually lead to an answer. We believe we can mitigate the
latter with the recommendations we lay out in potential applications of the SMER, 5.4.
However, we still need to understand why this variability arises in the first place.
Understanding the circumstances in which users adopt a short-sighted approach may assist
Infovis designers in guiding them away from it.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has drawn upon literature from the domains of Infovis and HCI to
establish the current state of research on sensemaking with representations. From the
literature, we have hypothesised that, when compared with a static tabular representation, an
interactive visualisation tool should result in less mental demand and greater robustness of
users’ mental models in a sensemaking task. To observe this robustness, we requested that
users conclude the tasks they were given by drawing a diagram of the structure of the dataset.
Having done this, users then rated the mental demand incurred by the task, and the degree to
knowledge they accumulated throughout the exercise contributed to their diagram.
The results of these self-reported values did not give a clear indication that either
representation type was more effective at fostering deep insights. This was partly attributable
to limitations in experimental design. In addition, we observed two sources of interparticipant variability: familiarity with either the representation type or the style of analysis,
and variability in task decomposition strategy.
The results of our grounded theory analysis yielded a sensemaking model for external
representations. With this model, we are able to understand how this inter-participant
variability is situated within a broader framework. We can understand variability in
data/representation familiarity and task decomposition strategy as symptoms of the semantic
distance between the user’s data model and their representation model. We argue that this
variability arises as a product of users’ ability to automate the translation between their data
and representation models. While a tool that more closely aligns itself with users’ data
models will necessarily reduce that semantic distance, we believe this endangers the
generalizability of the tool. Instead, we argue that the deep insight can be facilitated through a
better understanding of the users’ distributed representation model. By providing the tools to
create externalised constraints on the interpretation and manipulation of visualisations, we
propose that such tools become more useful material spaces. Such spaces cheapen the
cognitive and physical costs of creating high-level conceptual blends, and ease users’
navigation between the structure and items of their data.
We conclude the thesis with a presentation of how such a design might work. We
propose that future studies of distributed cognition in situ might better furnish the Infovis
field.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Information sheet

Information Sheet for Participants in Research Studies
You will be given a copy of this information sheet.
Title of
Project:

A comparison of the use of graphical and textual representations as cognitive
artefacts in an analytic task

This study has been approved by the UCL
Research Ethics Committee [Project ID
Number]: MSc/1011/021
Name, Address and Contact Details of
Investigators:

David Regan
258a Bellenden Road
Peckham
SE15 4BY
07751217953

We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if
you want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide
whether you want to take part, it is important for you to read the following information carefully
and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or you would
like more information.
This study has been designed to investigate the effects of data representation type on the ability
of users to form mental models. It will be formed of two sections. Each section will be composed
of an introduction to the representation type using an example. Then, the participant will be
asked 11 questions. Each section will conclude with two reflective questions. The study will
conclude with two summary questions. The study should take no longer than an hour, and each
participant will be paid £10 for their time. The researcher will be recording all conversations, and
filming the screen where computer interaction is involved.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you choose not to participate it will involve
no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you decide to take part you
will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to
take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
Researcher Notes, Optional Clauses:


If you do decide to take part, please let us know beforehand if you have been involved in
any other study during the last year.
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Appendix 2: Permission form

Informed Consent Form for Participants in Research Studies
Title of
Project:

A comparison of the use of graphical and textual representations as cognitive
artefacts in an analytic task

This study has been approved by the UCL Research
Ethics Committee [Project ID Number]:
MSc/1011/021
Participant’s Statement
I …………………………………………......................................
agree that I have
 read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally;
 had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study;
 received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to
contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a
participant and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish and I consent
to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it will
not be used for any other purpose. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly
confidential and handled in accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.
Signed:

Date:

Investigator’s Statement
I ……………………………………………………………………..
confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined
any reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).
Signed:

Date:

Researcher Notes, Optional Clauses:
 I understand that my participation will be taped/video recorded and I am aware of and
consent to, any use you intend to make of the recordings after the end of the project.
 I understand that the information I have submitted will be published as a report and I will
be sent a copy. Confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained and it will not be
possible to identify me from any publications.
 I understand that I am being paid for my assistance in this research and that some of my
personal details will be passed to UCL Finance for administration purposes.
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Appendix 3: Introduction script
Welcome to my experiment.
I’m researching how different types of external representation affect an individual’s ability to
form mental models of the data they represent.
The experiment should take no longer than an hour, and you will be paid £10 for your
participation. It isn’t a test of your abilities, but an exploration of how people make sense of
data. However, if you do feel uncomfortable you’re welcome to withdraw at any time.
The experiment will consist of two main sections, each testing a different type of
representation. Before we begin on each section, I’ll present you with an example dataset in
the representation type we’ll be using, so I can explain how it works and you can ask any
questions you’d like to. Then, I’ll present you with a new dataset, and we’ll begin the section
properly. Each section will consist of 11 questions, followed by a couple of questions on how
you felt it went.
As you proceed through each of the questions, please try your best to talk me through what
you’re thinking. This can be what you’re planning to do, what existing knowledge you’re
using—either from prior to the experiment, or accumulated throughout—what you might be
confused by and so on.
You might find some of the questions tricky, but don’t worry if you hit a dead end—we’ll
just move on. This isn’t a test of your abilities, but a test of the usefulness of representation
types.
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Appendix 4: Table script
In this section we’ll be using a static, tabular representation. Each row represents an item in
the dataset, and each column represents an attribute of that item. Where an attribute refers to
a particular thing, you’ll always find it elsewhere in the dataset. In other words, the entire
thing is self-contained—you’ll only have to think about the items that make up each row.
Take a minute or two to familiarise yourself with the format, and ask any questions you like.
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Appendix 5: Tool script
In this section, you’ll be using an interactive representation. Each item in this view represents
an item in the dataset. As in the example, the items all have the same attributes, which you
can view by zooming in [demonstrate]. You can zoom out by clicking on the item again.
You can interact with attributes in two ways: filtering, and sorting.
When you filter items, you add or remove them from the main window, here [indicate]. You
can do this using the menu, here [indicate]. Text attributes can be checked or unchecked.
Number attributes can be filtered using the slider. The number filters group attribute values
into buckets, and present as a histogram so you can see the rough distribution of items.
When you sort items, you don’t add or remove them. You just rearrange them, according to
that attribute. It’s always in ascending order, either alphabetically for text attributes or in size
for numeric attributes. You can get a clearer picture of how this works by selecting the graph
view, here [demonstrate].
A breadcrumb description of all active filters appears here, at the top left [indicate].
You can step forwards and backwards through previous filters and sorts by pressing the
forward and back buttons.
I’ll give you a few minutes to play around. Feel free to ask any questions you like.
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Appendix 6: Example table

Picture

Animal Max Weight (kg)

Max Length

Max Age

(m)

(yrs)

Eats

Fox

11.8

1.2

12

Frog

2.7

0.4

38

Tiger

330

3.3

24

Fox

Bear

726

4.3

42

Fox

79

Frog
None
Available
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Appendix 7: Animals tasks
1. How many animals are there?
2. To which species does the youngest animal belong?
3. To which species does the oldest male belong?
4. How many predators are there?
5. Who is the natural predator of the Peb?
6. How many predators of the Gru are there in the data?
7. To which species does the oldest predator belong?
8. How many levels are there in the food chain?
9. Are there more predators than prey, or vice versa?
10. Which level of the food chain has the greatest combined age?
11. Please draw a food chain.
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Appendix 8: Animals table

Picture

Species

Age

Sex

Predators

Ard

12

M

Peb

3

M

Ard

Volk

1

F

Ard

Peb

4

F

Ard

Gru

13

M

Peb

Volk

3

F

Ard

Peb

6

M

Ard

None
Available
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Prey

Column1

Volk

Peb

Gru
None
Available
Gru
None
Available
None
Available
Gru
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Appendix 9: Family tasks
1. How many family members are there?
2. Are there more males than females, or vice versa?
3. Who is the oldest member of the family?
4. How many nuclear families, composed of parent and immediate children, are there?
5. Who is the youngest parent in the whole family?
6. Who is Tony's parent?
7. Who has the youngest child: William, or Tony?
8. How many generations are there?
9. Which generation has the most females?
10. Who has had the most daughters?
11. Please draw a family tree.
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Appendix 10: Family table

Picture

Name

Age

Sex

Parent

Siblings

Column1

Barbara

61

F

Duncan

William

Tony

Duncan

86

M

Not Available

No Siblings

John

37

M

William

No Siblings

Louise

44

F

Tony

Rebecca

Rebecca

32

F

Tony

Louise

Tony

64

M

Duncan

Barbara

William

William

59

M

Duncan

Barbara

Tony
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Appendix 11: Structured interview questions
To be asked after each condition:
1. How mentally demanding did you find the entire exercise, on a scale of 1 to 10?
2. On a scale of 1 to 10, how much did the knowledge you accumulated throughout the
previous tasks contribute towards your final diagram?
3. What tools/functionality do you feel may have made the entire exercise easier?
To be asked after both conditions have concluded:
1. What representation type did you feel most comfortable with, and why?
2. What representation type did you feel helped you most in understanding the data, and
why?
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